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Advantages of 
UAZ Profi original 
accessories

Don't settle for less.  
Don't put yourself and your business at risk. 
Don't go looking for doubtful gains. Uncover 
new functions and abilities of your vehicle with 
UAZ Profi original accessories. They are trusted, 
efficient and budget conscious. For a business 
vehicle, only business offers.

Quality

Safety and comfort are impossible with mistakes  
and miscalculations. Reliability and efficiency  
of UAZ Profi original accessories have been 
demonstrated at work. All the original accessories 
meet the latest technical requirements,  
as confirmed by the manufacturer warranty.

02 03
Functionality

Nobody knows UAZ vehicles better than UAZ 
engineers. And nobody can retrofit a vehicle 
as well as they can. To get the most out of the 
accessories, they should be highly compatible with 
standard equipment. Like on the new UAZ Profi. 

Advantage

Even paying a lot is no guarantee that you  
will get the desired result. Or you can deceive 
yourself by paying less and making do with 
a low‑quality product. Things do not work  
this way. Accessories from UAZ are a reasonable  
financial offer. High quality at a good price.
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Interior 

Excellent results can be achieved only in a healthy 
environment. Accessories allow you to customise the 
UAZ Profi interior to your individual style. You will feel 
the pleasant difference of having a customised interior.

Healthy 
environment
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Set of floor mats

The polyurethane mats feature a special internal profile which ensures superb 
interior protection from dirt and moisture. Their surface provides a good grip, 
so cleanliness and tidiness are guaranteed. Even if your shoes are covered 
with mud, moisture will not find its way to the interior elements.

PROFI 4×2 — 236302-4728010-00 
PROFI 4×4 — 236302-4728009-00

Gearshift lever handle  
(leather) 

Having a gearshift lever handle made of natural leather ensures additional 
comfort when shifting gears. Driving pleasure is guaranteed. 

236021-4744003-00

9 | INTERIOR
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PROFI

Exterior

Let's start with the spoiler. Both literally and figuratively. 
UAZ Profi original accessories for exterior are not just style 
elements, but also functional parts. As befits a commercial 
lorry for business people.

Straight 
to business 
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Cabin spoiler  
(1430 cm Х 825 cm) 

Drag reduction spoiler. It reduces fuel consumption by up to 20% 
and improves stability at high speeds. The spoiler is made of two‑layer 
composite material made in Germany. It is attached to a specially designed 
anti‑corrosion bracket. All the metal parts and attachments are covered 
with a two‑layer powder finish. 

236021-471401-70

PROFI

PROFI

Front fender liners 

These plastic fender liners protect the wheel wells from corrosion.  
Your wheel wells will be able to weather even the most severe  
of vehicle operation conditions. 

Front right — 220600-8404524-00 
Front left — 220600-8404525-00 

Mudguards

The mudguards are perfectly matched to your vehicle size, easy to install 
and very practical. They protect the body from chips and mud both in urban 
environment and off‑road conditions. 

Rear kit — 236302-4728012-00 
Front kit — 236302-4728011-00 

13 | EXTERIOR
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Radiator protection grid 

The grid protects the radiator from damage and clogging with foreign 
particles, thus preventing the engine from overheating. The grid cells size 
both ensures reliable protection and does not interfere with air flows. 

Upper — 236021-4744000-01 
Upper + lower — 236021-4744000-11

P R O F I

Set of window deflectors 

Side window deflectors protect the interior from drafts, noise, moisture,  
road dust while also providing extra riding comfort. These accessories  
both provide extra comfort and fit harmoniously with the car's design. 

236302-4727008-00
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Transportation 

Booming business makes fresh gains. UAZ Profi develops 
together with your business. The original accessories 
make it possible to further expand the new lorry’s broad 
functional capabilities. Transporting more cargo and storing 
it more compactly? Challenge accepted!

New tasks 

15

Tow hitch 

The tow hitch is designed to provide articulated 
coupling between the vehicle and the trailer.  
It is developed in accordance with the vehicle 
design features. 

236302-4723046-00 

External storage box 

The external storage box provides extra space for 
tools and equipment storage. The box is spacious 
and conveniently located for everyday use. It does 
not affect the vehicle dimensions. 

236021-4744002-00
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Safety 

We understand that any job takes effort — no matter how 
comfortable the working environment is. Hard work can 
create a lot of problems. UAZ Profi does not force you into 
the boundaries of an ideal world and does not limit your 
freedom of travel. Special accessories provide protection 
both to the vehicle and a driver with passengers.

Commitment 

PROFI
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Steering rod protection,  
pipe reinforced 

The steering rod protection will keep units placed low to the ground intact 
when hitting an obstacle. The protection is made of 42‑mm steel tubes. 
Its design is stiff enough to protect the steering rods.

236020-4736036-00 

Steering rod protection  
(steel sheet) 

The steering rods will stay safe when hitting an obstacle. The protection is 
made of 3‑mm steel sheet metal. Its design features high impact resistance. 

236020-4736037-00

Gearbox and transfer case protection  
(steel sheet metal) 

The steel sheet metal protects the most important vehicle units: the gearbox 
and and the transfer. The protection is set apart by its strength, corrosion 
resistance and reliable attachments. 

236020-4736039-00 

Fuel tank protection 

Highly impact resistant reliable steel sheet metal protects the fuel tank from 
damages. The ribbed protection perimeter provides extra protection. 

236020-4736038-00

21 | SAFETY
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Underrun bar  
(steel) 

The underrun bar reduces the risk of serious injury to the drivers and 
passengers in the event of a road accident. The bar is made of two halves. 
Each half includes a beam attached to the vehicle frame with two energy 
absorbing brackets. 

Left — 236020-4736041-00 
Right — 236020-4736040-00

Cabin protection grid 

The grid provides glass protection when transporting cargo and gives extra 
protection when transporting long objects. And it does not affect visibility 
from the driver seat. 

236000-4714027-00

Cabin cargo net 

The net allows to tie cargo down securely  
in the cabin. Ensures safety and provides extra 
comfort when transporting cargo in the cabin. 

236021-4744007-00 

Cargo tie-down straps 
(25 mm Х 5 m (1,000 kg))

The cargo tie‑down straps kit prevents cargo  
from moving around the cargo bed. 

000000-4723057-00

Rear view camera kit 
(camera, 4.3 inch TFT display)

The rear view camera makes it easier for the driver  
to park in a confined space and move in reverse.  
The camera image is displayed on the cabin screen. 

236021-4726033-00 
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2DIN multimedia system with navigation

Versatile multimedia system with SD, USB slots and 2DIN (with preset Navitel 
software) adds comfort both to long off‑road trips or city traffic jams.

2DIN multimedia car stereo

It is easy to stay connected: with 2DIN car stereo with USB slots,  
you will stay tuned to the latest news and have fun driving.

316300-7901020-80 

Hidden dashboard camera

You do not have to install and remove a dashboard 
camera of this type before every trip — it always 
stays in the vehicle and is ready to work. Owing to 
its small size, the camera does not affect visibility 
and does not draw attention. 

316300-4726017-00
316300-4726018-00 (attachment kit)
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SCHER-KHAN UNIVERSE 
telematic security systems

The system features precise vehicle positioning, 
unlimited alert and control range, remote 
diagnostics data usage capability, detailed trips 
data, free online and offline services. 

UNIVERSE 1 000000-4731050-00 

SCHER-KHAN service devices 

The standard immobiliser bypass module 
facilitates remote engine start system 
installation on vehicles equipped with a RFID 
(Radio Frequency Identification) system. 

ВР-2 000000-4731064-00 
ВР-3 000000-4731065-00 
Mobicar M1 000000-4731110-00 

SCHER-KHAN anti-theft alarms 

This multistage security system can reflect various 
threats — from radio‑electronic break‑in to theft 
of the ignition key and fob. Secure two‑way 
communication and emergency braking warning 
function ensure peace of mind for the owner.

MAGICAR 7 000000-4731056-00 
MAGICAR 12 000000-4731053-00 
MAGICAR 13 000000-4731054-00 
MAGICAR 14 000000-4731055-00 
LOGICAR 1 000000-4731058-00 
LOGICAR 5i 000000-4731060-00 
LOGICAR 6i 000000-4731061-00 
MOBICAR 1 000000-4731108-00 
MOBICAR 2 000000-4731109-00

STARLINE service devices

StarLine digital immobilisers with a smart engine 
lock, beacons and trackers protect your vehicle 
from theft, locate its position on the map, control 
its speed and route.

I95 000000-4731044-00
I95ECO 000000-4731043-00
I95LUX 000000-4731045-00
GLONASS М66-M 000000-4731090-00
GLONASS M66-S 000000-4731091-00
ECO GLONASS М15 000000-4731092-00
GLONASS M17 000000-473102-40

STARLINE anti-theft alarms

These alarms feature a dialog control code that 
is impossible to scan, an impact resistant fob, 
a 128‑channel jam resistant transceiver with 
up to 2,000 m of range. Anti‑theft alarms with 
an automatic engine start function have a new 
impact‑resistant fob, protect from electronic 
hacking and feature a high level of jam resistance.

A63 eco 000000-4731089-00
A63 000000-4731088-00
E63 000000-4731087-00
E65 BT 000000-4731086-00
А66 000000-4731085-00
A96 000000-4731077-00
E95 BT 0000004-731078-00
A93 000000-4731081-00

E93 000000-4731082-00
A93 000000-4731083-00
A93 eco 000000-4731084-00
M96SL 000000-4731067-00
M96L 000000-4731068-00
M96M 000000-4731069-00
A96 000000-4731071-00
E95 BT 000000-4731076-00

A93 000000-4731080-00
А93 000000-4731079-00
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Comfort 

Why can't work imply pleasure? Being both your reliable 
partner and workplace at the same time, UAZ Profi does 
not forget about comfort. OEM accessories will help you 
make yourself comfortable in the vehicle and situate 
all your irreplaceable gadgets as you see fit.

It is a pleasure 
to work with him 

PROFI
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Set of seat covers 
(black)

Eco‑leather seat covers feature high wear and temperature fluctuation 
resistance, provide additional comfort. 

236021-4735002-00

Car charger 

The car charger (5V/3.1 A) with 3 USB slots  
allows charging up to 3 mobile devices  
at the same time.

000000-4701060-00 

Fill funnel with flexible adapter 

The polypropylene funnel with a flexible adapter 
makes fuel tank filling or adding of washer fluid  
more comfortable.  
d 160, length: 400 mm 

000000-4701058-00

Nonslip mat for smart phones 

The nonslip mat designed for the dashboard  
is made of flexible and durable silicone.  
It can hold small objects on an angled  
surface when the vehicle is moving. 

000000-4701061-00 
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7 АТМ compressor 

When you are on a trip, it is not always possible to visit a service station.  
With the 7 ATM compressor, you will be able to inflate a flat tyre easily.  
The compressor is powered from a 12 V socket and equipped with  
15 А fuse to protect the vehicle electronics. Bright integrated LED torch  
will help you cope with even the most difficult situation on the road. 

000000-4726001-00

10 АТМ compressor 

Car compressor can help you solve a lot of domestic problems, related to: 
hunting or fishing, a summer house or a garden. The compressor is equipped 
with an oil‑less piston pump, air valves made of strong stainless steel and  
a precise twin‑scale pressure gauge. DEFLATOR special blow valve makes  
the compressor operation even more comfortable. Compressor capacity:  
40 litres per minute 

000000-4726002-00

MULTICONTROL timer

This programmable timer is located on the instrument panel or on the 
console. It is controlled using a turn‑push handle and a TFT display. 

000000-4732008-00

THERMO TOP EVO start/comfort preheater

The engine preheater is a must if the vehicle is operated in extremely low 
temperatures. You may rest assured that your vehicle will not let you down 
even in the event of extreme cold. The interior is warm, the windows are free 
from snow and fogging, the windshield wipers do not freeze to the glass, 
which maintains good visibility throughout the trip.

START (5 kW) — 000000-4726033-00 (petrol) 
START (5 kW) — 000000-4726033-10 (diesel) 
COMFORT+ (5 kW) — 000000-4726033-00 (petrol) 
COMFORT+ (5 kW) — 000000-4726033-11 (diesel)
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Pneumatic spring 

The pneumatic spring makes opening of the 
hood easier and holds it in the open position. 
You will not have to exert yourself overly 
to open the hood.

316300-8407108-30 

Starter (300А, 450А, 800А) 

A perfect solution: a portable starter that will 
start the vehicle engine in any weather conditions. 
This small box contains enough power to bring 
even the heaviest offroad vehicle to life. 

000000-4726024-00 (300А) 
000000-4726025-00 (450А) 
000000-4726030-00 (800А)

Premium emergency road kit 

It includes: a FEST car first aid kit, an OP‑2 (z)  
fire extinguisher, a warning triangle, a 5 t tow 
rope, hooks, a high visibility vest, a raincoat,  
PVC shielded cotton gloves. 

000000-4724012-00 
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For all queries on purchasing and maintaining 
UAZ vehicles, please contact an authorised 
dealer in your area. The content of this brochure 
is intended for promotional purposes only. The 
colours of the body and interior trim shown in 
this brochure may differ slightly from the actual 
colours due to printing limitations. The illustrations 
may depict optional accessories and equipment 
not included in the basic equipment of the vehicle. 
Some equipment may vary depending on the 
sales market. The company reserves the right to 
make changes to the technical data and packages 
specified in this brochure without prior notice.

236000‑4701069‑00 
UAZ PROFI ORIGINAL 
ACCESSORIES CATALOGUE
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